
 

 

                                                                                 

Airline Customer Service Executive 

Name of Candidate Theory Marks: 306 marks 

 

Time Allotted: 

 

 

1. AAS/N0502 Follow safety and security procedures                (52 Marks) 

 

Q1. The condition ------ is about being protected, while the condition -------- is about being free from 

danger.                                                                                                                        (8 Marks) 

a) Safety , Safety 

b) Safety, Security 

c) Security, Safety 

d) Security, Safety 

 

Q2.  Aviation safety is important because it helps to                                                  (6 Marks) 

a) Reduce the risk of aircraft accidents  

b) Minimize risk to persons and property 

c) Time bound and Hassle free flight  

d) Both a and b 

 

Q3. What should an executive do if he notices a security breach during the physical screening process?                                                 

(6 Marks) 

a) He should check the individual again 

b) He should confiscate the individual's luggage 

c) He should report it to the supervisor 

d) He should mitigate whatever issue that arises 

 

Q4. What are four pillars of Safety Management System (SMS):                          (6 Marks) 

a) Safety Policy, Reduce Man power, Safety Assurance, and Safety Promotion 

b) Safety Policy, Risk Management, Safety Assurance, and Safety Promotion 

c) Security Policy, Risk Management, Security Assurance, and Safety Promotion 

d) Safety Policy, Risk overhauling, Safety Assurance, and Safety Promotion 

 

Q5. Read the below given statements and find the suitable option:                            (8 Marks) 

1. In aircraft, it is a system designed to rescue the pilot or other crew of an aircraft (usually military) in an 

emergency. 

2. It is propelled out of the aircraft by an explosive charge or rocket motor, carrying the pilot with it.  

 a) Safety Card 

 b) Parachute  

 c) Ejection seat 

 d)  Lifeboat 

 



 

Q6.  In order to be competent on the job the candidate has to follow:                        (8 Marks) 

1. Comply with the organisation’s safety and security policies and procedures 

2. Report any breach of incident to the higher authority  

3. Wear neat and clean clothes regularly 

 

a) 1 and 2 only 

b) 2 and 3 only 

c) 1 and 3 only 

d) All of the above 

 

Q7.For aircraft maintenance safety ,which of the following option includes aircraft chemical:   (6 Marks) 

a) Lubricants 

b) Solvents 

c) Coating strippers 

d) All of the above 

 

Q8. Which of the following items are not allowed in checked-in luggage at airports?      (4 Marks) 

a) Medication 

b) Power Bank 

c) Diet foods 

d) Liquids 

 

2. AAS/N0301 Passenger check-in                                                   (41 Marks) 

 

Q9.  What is benefit of online check-in:                                                            (6 Marks) 

a) It will reduce your effort . 

b) It will be safe and secure 

c) It will be better incase you reach late at airport than online ticket. 

d) All of the above 

 

Q10.  If a person is not occupied with luggage then he can directly go to entry gate after clearing security, 

if has made online check-in.                        True/False                                         (6 Marks)           

 

Q11. Which of the following statement regarding passenger check-in is not correct?          (9 Marks) 

a) Normally Check -in, in all airports in India for domestic flights starts two hours before the 

flight. 

b) During web check-in passenger can book middle seat in free of cost. 

c) Mostly Check in ends fifteen minutes before the departure time. 

d) None of the above 

 

Q12. Which of the following documents when produced by an adult passenger would serve as a proof of 

identity?                                                                                                     (6 Marks) 

a)  



 

b)  

c)  

d)  
 

Q13.  What helps in the automated sorting of bags at an airport?                                      (6 Marks) 

a) Bag details entered in departure control system 

b) Bag tags 

c) Self-printed security tags 

d) Parameters determined by the executives in the sorting system 

 

Q14. What should an executive do when a passenger asks for a window seat but none are available?          

(8 Marks) 

a) Apologize to the passenger and ask if they have any other preference 

b) Apologize and provide a complimentary snack on the flight 

c) Upgrade the passenger to business class based on availability 

d) Assign whichever seat is available and inform the passenger at the end 

 

3. AAS/N0303 Passenger Boarding                                                 (40 Marks) 

 

Q15. What should you do if a customer refuses to fasten their seat belt during the flight:          (10 Marks) 

a) Ask them to either follow the rules or get out 

b) Arrange their meeting with flight pilot 

c) Request them to follow procedure as it is for their own safety 

d) Cancel their ticket and report this incident. 

 

Q16. During the boarding call, who would be asked to board first?                            (10 Marks) 

a) Special needs passengers 

b) Passengers with seats at the back of the plane 

c) Passengers with seats in the front of the plane 

d) Passengers without any carry on luggage 

 

Q17. What should you do when you realize that one passenger has not boarded the flight?           (8 marks) 

a) Ask different passengers at the airplane to locate the missing passenger 

b) Close the boarding counter once the other customers have boarded 

c) Announce the name of the passenger on the PA system and ask him to report to the designated 

gate 



 

d) Announce the last boarding call on the PA system 

 

 

Q18. “Ten minute rule” is related with which of the following options:                  (12 Marks) 

a) Customer can book flights before ten minutes of departure from counter 

b) Customer can reach to flight post 10 minutes of departure 

c) Flight attendant can board the flight 10 minutes before departure 

d) Gate agent will close the door to the plane ten minutes before departure 

 

 

 

4. AAS/N0302 Manage lounge services                                        (40 Marks) 

 

Q19. ______is one of the service that we can use in airport premises where a customer can access the 

internet related things and finish his pending job:                                                                (8 marks) 

a) Internet lounge  

b) Cyber cafe 

c) Airport  free internet room 

d) None of the above 

 

Q20. Who should be allowed into the lounge area of the airport?                                      (12 marks) 

a) All passengers with a boarding pass of a particular airline 

b) All passengers with documents/ cards that are eligible for lounge service 

c) All passengers who are willing to pay the entry charge 

d) Elite passengers in the airport 

 

Q21. What should an executive do first when a customer complains that his bag was damaged during the 

transportation process?                                                                            ( 10 Marks) 

a) Report to the supervisor 

b) Ask them to stay calm and fill in some paperwork 

c) Inspect the bag in order to verify the claim 

d) Tell the customer about the process to claim the compensation 

 

Q22.   Apart from hospitality, what other responsibility should be carried out by an executive in the 

lounge area?       (10 Marks) 

a) Maintaining proper levels of entertainment 

b) Following principles of hygiene 

c) Making flight announcements at appropriate times 

d) Interacting with the passengers 

 

5. AAS/N0304 Manage passenger complaint at airport            (40 Marks) 

 

Q23. What should an executive do when a passenger asks for window seat but none are available?(8 

Marks) 

a) Apologize to the passenger and ask if they have any other preference 

b) Apologize and provide a complimentary snack on the flight 

c) Upgrade the passenger to business class based on availability 

d) Assign whichever seat is available and inform the passenger at the end 

 



 

Q24.  What should executives look for in the following document if a passenger complains about lost 

luggage?                                                                                                 (12 Marks) 

 

a) Bar-code 

b) Boarding point 

c) Flight number 

d) Customer name 

 

Q25. What should an executive do first when a customer complains that his bag was damaged during the 

transportation process?                                                                                 (10 Marks) 

a) Report to the supervisor 

b) Ask them to stay calm and fill in some paperwork 

c) Inspect the bag in order to verify the claim 

d) Tell the customer about the process to claim the compensation 

 

Q26.  Which of the following option is not a part of airline customer complaint:   (10 Marks) 

a) Lost baggage 

b) Delayed flight 

c) Aircraft change 

d) Not wearing clean clothes by staff 

 

6. AAS/N0501 Take actions to deal with incidents, accidents and emergencies in the aviation security 

environment                                                                         (51 Marks) 

 

Q27. What should you do when an unidentified bag is discovered in the airport?           (10 Marks) 

a) Cordon off the area and await further instructions 

b) Call the bomb squad 

c) Evacuate the airport 

d) Open the bag to identify its contents 

 

Q28. You are not trained to use a fire extinguisher, but a fire has started near you. How would you react?      

(10 Marks) 

a) Try to use the fire extinguisher to the best of your ability 

b) Find trained personnel to deal with the emergency 

c) Report the fire to the supervisor 

d) Make a record of all the actions taken to deal with the emergency 

 

Q29.  What is acronym of AVSEC                          (8 Marks)      

a) Airline value based security council 

b) Airline security based environment 

c) Aviation Security 

d) Aviation Security Environment 

 

Q30.  The primary objective of international civil aviation security is to ensure the protection and 

safeguarding of passengers, crew, ground personnel, the general public, aircraft and facilities of 



 

an airport serving international civil aviation, against acts of unlawful interference perpetrated on 

the ground or in flight                  .    True/Flight                                      (12 Marks) 

 

Q31.Which of the following duty needs to be performed by security officer:      (11 Marks) 

a) Checking passenger boarding cards 

b) Searching passengers and their luggage to make sure no dangerous items are taken 

into the restricted zone of the airport or onboard aircraft 

c) Undertaking patrols by foot or vehicle of the airport premises and immediate 

surrounding area 

d) All of the above 

7. AAS/N0503 Work Effectively in a Team                                     (42 Marks) 

 

Q32. What should an executive do when the work instructions provided by the supervisor are unclear to 

him?                                                                                            (12 Marks) 

a) Carry out the responsibilities to the best of his ability 

b) Ask coworkers for clarifications 

c) Ask concise questions to the supervisor for clarification of doubts 

d) Report the supervisor's incompetence to higher management 

 

Q33.  Which of the following activities when carried out in the workplace would not have legal 

ramifications?                                                                                  (8 Marks) 

a) Sexual harassment 

b) Banter 

c) Discrimination 

d) Bullying 

 

Q34.  Why should you work in team                              (10 Marks) 

a) It help to develop skill early 

b) We learn effectively from each other 

c) Teams are much more effective than individual for work on complex issues 

d) All of the above 

 

Q35.    Which of the following are important aspects of team?       (6 Marks) 

a) Recognition of unique personalities  

b) Identification of new team members  

c) Team dynamics  

d) All of the above 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                 

Airline Customer Service Executive 

Name of Candidate Practical Marks: 394 Marks 

 

Time Allotted: 

 

 

AAS/N0502 Follow safety and security procedures         (48 Marks) 

 

Q1. In order to follow safety and security procedures what qualities are needed in executive. (24 Marks) 

Step 1:  Ability to serve client’s need 

Step 2: Alertness 

Step 3: Physical fitness 

Step 4: Good communication skills 

Step 5: Disciplined and time bounded 

Step 6: Equip with safety tools 

 

Q2.  In case of arising of any emergency situation how a customer service executive should respond (24 

Marks) 

Step 1:  Don’t panic 

Step 2:Make sure you are in a safe position to offer help 

Step 3: Provide a consistent response 

Step 4:Handle the crisis efficiently 

Step 5:Restore the service ASAP 

Step 6:Create crisis management plan and implement effectively 

 

AAS/N0301 (Passenger Check-In)                                  (59 Marks) 

 

Q3.  What are steps involved during online check-in                    (30 Marks) 

Step 1:  Find out the PNR of ticket for performing online check-in 

Step 2: Open the website of respective flight 

Step 3: Login website portal with credentials 

Step 4: After entering the details Choose the seat in which you want to travel 

Step 5: You will then be given an option of printing a boarding card or sending it to an email 

address. 

 

Q4. Can you check online if you have a bag to check and how?        (29 Marks) 

Step 1: If You have carry on bags you can directly check-in 

Step 2: If you don’t have then directly proceed to security check 



 

Step 3: There will be a baggage counter ,perform the entry related documentation 

Step 4: After documentation leave the baggage there and go to your seat 

Step 5: Collect your baggage after exit from flight 

 

AAS/N0303 Passenger boarding                                     (60 Marks) 

 

Q5.  What are the basic steps a customer needs to be followed for boarding into flight. (30 Marks) 

Step 1: Book the ticket with correct spelling of name as per document 

Step 2: Carry any government authorized ID at the time of entry 

Step 3: Visit the counter and deposit the luggage if you have 

Step 4: Stand in security checking queue and pass successfully 

Step 5:  Go and sit on your seat as per ticket number in respective flight 

 

Q6. What all things a person carry with himself/herself during boarding in a flight.(30 Marks) 

Step 1: Luggage  i.e Hand bag and Suitcase trolly 

Step 2: Electronic items i.e Phone , Laptop 

Step 3: Identity proof 

Step 4:Boarding Pass 

 

AAS/N0302 Manage Lounge services                                (60 Marks) 

 

Q7.  What are service should be in lounge services in airport premises.               

 

Step 1:  Buffet serving Continental/Asian/Indian dishes to suit all palates. Designed keeping 
in view the time of day 

Step 2: Wide variety of tea, coffee and soft drinks 

Step 3: One Complimentary Kingfisher Premium Beer Can (330 ml) 

Step 4:  Free High speed WIFI 

Step 5: Charging stations for laptops, mobiles & iPads at every seating point 

Step 6: Widescreen television showcasing popular channels of News/sports/other 
entertainment programs 

Step 7: Large variety of Indian newspapers/magazines 

Step 8:  Business centre facility (Printer/Copier/Workstation/Meeting facility) 
 

 

AAS/N0304 Manage passenger complaints at airport       (60 Marks) 

Q8.  In case of an event of complaint regarding services whom should an executive should report and in 

what manner ?                                                                     

Step 1:  First figure out the nature of complaint 

Step 2: Then visit to respective flight support centre and inform them regarding your complaint 

Step 3:  Meet the respective complaint manager to address your concern 

Step 4:  Despite to approaching to manager if complaint is not resolved then lodge an online complaint 

Step 5: Take necessarily follow up until the issue resolved 

 

 

 



 

AAS/N0501 Take actions to deal with incidents, accidents and emergencies in the aviation security 

environment                                                                          (49 Marks) 

 

Q11. What steps one should follow to handle any emergency situation in aviation security environment  

Step 1: Be relaxed whatever the situations may be 

Step 2: Distribute the personal protective equipment among  persons 

Step 3: Use emergency tools to handle the situations 

Step 4: Try to evacuate the flight during emergency situations peacefully 

Step 5:  letting people in and out of hazardous areas and sensitive information areas. 

Step 6: Guidance for firefighting, health, and medical parties. 

Step 7: Instructions on how and when to obtain additional resources, airport equipment 

management, and safety. 

  

 
 

AAS / N0503 Work Effectively as a Team                             (58 Marks) 

Q12. What basic qualities should a candidate needs to possed while working in a team  (30 Marks) 

Step 1:Hire for attitude, train for skill 

Step 2: Get to know each employee and tailor your training programs accordingly 

Step 3: Use a mix of learning tools and methods 

Step 4: Role-play with your employees regularly 

Step 5: Strive for continuous improvement 

Step 6: Know when to enforce rules and when to give employees room to be creative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer Key: 
 

1. B 

2. D 

3. C 

4. B 

5. C 

6. A 

7. D 

8. D 

9. B 

10. True 

11. C 

12. D 

13. B 

14. A 

15. C 

16. A 

17. C 

18. D 

19. A 

20. B 

21. C 

22. C 

23. A 

24. A 

25. C 

26. D 

27. A 

28. B 

29. C 

30. True 

31. D 

32. C 

33. B 

34. D 

35. D 


